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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the design of two-
stage beamformers for the downlink of multi-user frequency-
division-duplexing (FDD) massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems. We consider the case that both link ends
are equipped with hybrid analog/digital (HDA) beamforming
structures. With analog beamforming and user grouping based
on the second-order channel statistics, the user equipment (UE)
only needs to feed back its intra-group effective channel. We first
show that the strongest eigenbeams of the receive correlation
matrix form the optimal analog combiner under the Kronecker
channel model assumption. Then, with limited instantaneous
channel state information, we jointly optimize the digital precoder
and combiner for conditional average net sum-rate maximization
by maximizing its lower bound. To initialize our algorithm
efficiently, we present a digital precoder design to maximize the
conditional average signal-to-leakage-plus-noise ratio (SLNR).
Simulation results show significant performance improvements
compared to state-of-the-art algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems in
the millimeter(mm)-wave band will be an important compo-
nent of the fifth-generation (5G) cellular systems, because
they provide a tremendous increase of spectral efficiency by
employing very large arrays at the base station (BS) [1, 2].
The performance advantages of massive MIMO systems have
been established under the assumption of perfect channel state
information at the BS, which can be retrieved from uplink
training according to channel reciprocity [3] in time division
duplexing (TDD) systems, though training overhead is a con-
cern. Even more so, for frequency division duplexing (FDD)
systems, the combined overhead of downlink training and
uplink feedback might be prohibitive if no countermeasures are
taken. This may hinder the implementation of massive MIMO
systems, especially at mm-wave carrier frequencies where the
coherence time is much shorter than in the microwave regime.

Furthermore, the inherent hardware constraint of mm-wave
transceivers, i.e., high cost and power consumption of mixed-
signal components, makes it impractical to build a complete
radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna element. This
motivates the hybrid analog/digital (HDA) beamforming struc-
ture first proposed in [4, 5], where a reduced-dimensional
baseband digital beamforming is concatenated with a phase-
shifter network to reduce the necessary number of RF chains.

In order to implement FDD massive MIMO, a scheme called
“Joint Spatial Division Multiplexing” (JSDM) was proposed
in [6], which provides a two-stage precoder naturally fitting the

HDA structure. The first-stage (analog) beamforming is based
on the slowly-varying second order channel statistics, which
significantly reduces the dimension of the effective channel
that needs to be trained and fed back within each coherent
fading block. To further alleviate the downlink training and
uplink feedback burden, user equipments (UEs) with similar
transmit channel covariance are grouped together and inter-
group interference is suppressed by a block diagonalization
(BD) based analog precoder, which creates multiple “virtual
sectors”. With this virtual sectorization, downlink training can
be conducted in different virtual sectors in parallel, and each
UE only needs to feed back the intra-group channels, leading
to the reduction of both training and feedback overhead
proportional to the number of formed virtual sectors.

In practice, however, to maintain the orthogonality between
virtual sectors, JSDM often conservatively group UEs into
few groups, because UEs’ transmit channel covariances tend
to be partially overlapped with each other. This limits the
reduction of training and feedback overhead. Once grouping
UEs into more virtual sectors violates the orthogonality condi-
tion, JSDM is not able to combat the inter-group interference.
To solve the problem, [7] proposed to strike overlapped-
eigenbeams of UEs in different groups, which however sacri-
fices some beamforming gain. Another limitation of JSDM is
that it was designed only for the case that the UE has a single
antenna and a single RF chain.

In this paper, we generalize the JSDM scheme to support
non-orthogonal virtual sectorization and HDA structures at
both BS and UEs, where analog precoders and combiners are
based on the second order channel statistics, digital combiners
are based on both intra and inter-group instant effective
channels, while digital precoders are only based on intra-group
channels at the BS and second order channel statistics.

Another set of problem that bears some formal resemblance
to our task is multi-cell digital beamforming optimization,
where each UE either needs to feed back the instantaneous
channels from all cooperative BSs, e.g., in coordinated multi-
point (CoMP) [8], or the instantaneous channel from its
serving BS together with instant covariance of interference
plus noise, e.g., in [9,10]. However, the problem we are solving
is distinct, and actually more challenging, since we assume
that the BS does not know the instantaneous information of
inter-group interference. The contributions of this paper are
thus as follows
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Fig. 1. Hybrid beamforming structure with virtual sectorization

• We analyze HDA structures for non-orthogonal virtual
sectorization where the BS knows only instantaneous
intra-group channels and second-order statistics.

• We generalize our approach (and JSDM) to the case that
also the UE has an HDA structure.

• We investigate the design of analogue beamformers and
show that under Kronecker channel model, the optimiza-
tion of analog combiners and precoders that maximize the
intra-group signal to inter-group interference plus noise
ratio can be decoupled, where the optimal combiner of
each UE consists of the dominant eigenvectors of its
receive correlation matrix.

• Given the analog beamformers, the digital precoders are
optimized, aimed at maximizing a lower bound of the
net conditional average data rate. We develop a block
descent algorithm to solve the problem by establishing the
equivalence betweem the problem and a weighted average
mean square error minimization (WAMMSE) problem.

• Simulations demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
beamformers over the JSDM given the same user group-
ing and analog beanformers, and show that orthogonal
user grouping is not necessarily optimal when taking the
feedback overhead into account.

Notations: (·)†, (·)T , (·)∗, and (·)−1 stand for Hermitian
transpose, transpose, conjugate, and pseudo inverse operators,
respectively, E[·] (E[·|·]) represents expectation (conditional),
tr(·) and | · | denote matrix trace and determinant, respectively,
⊗ denotes Kronecker product, In is the n-by-n identity
matrix, CN (m,K) indicates the circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with mean vector m and covariance
matrix K, vec(·) vectorizes a matrix by stacking its columns,
and ‖ · ‖ is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the downlink transmission of a single-cell massive
MIMO FDD system, where the BS is equipped with M
antennas and b RF chains to serve K UEs, and each UE has
N antennas and aUE RF chains. To reduce the complexity of
the digital precoder at the BS and also the channel feedback
overhead at the UEs, the concept of virtual sectorization
proposed in [6] is employed as shown in Fig. 1. We partition
the RF chains at the BS into G groups, where the g-th group
serves kg UEs with Vg . Let dg and bg denote the number
of data streams and RF chains of the BS assigned to the
g-th group, respectively, where dg ≤ bg and

∑G
g=1 bg = b.

Then, for the g-th group, the digital precoder Vg has the
dimension of bg × dg because data streams of each group are
processed separately. Therefore, when given the total number
of RF chains at the BS, the dimension of Vg decreases with
G, leading to reduced computational complexity.

By assuming flat fading within the coherence time, the
received signal of the i-th UE in the g-th group (denoted by
UEgi ) is expressed by

ŝgi =F†giW
†
giHgiBgVgisgi︸ ︷︷ ︸

Desired signals

+F†giW
†
giHgiBg

kg∑
j=1,j 6=i

Vgjsgj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-group interference

+ F†giW
†
giHgi

G∑
z=1,z 6=g

kz∑
l=1

BzVzlszl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-group interference

+ F†giW
†
gingi︸ ︷︷ ︸

Noise

, (1)

where Vg = [Vg1 , ...,Vgkg
] ∈ Cbg×dg is the digital precoder

of the g-th group, Vgi ∈ Cbg×dgi is the digital precoder
for UEgi , dgi is the number of data streams assigned to
UEgi with

∑kg
i=1 dgi = dg , Fgi ∈ CaUE×dgi represents the

digital combiner of UEgi , Bg ∈ CM×bg indicates the analog
precoder for group g, Wgi ∈ CN×aUE is the analog combiner
at UEgi , Hgi ∈ CN×M denotes the channel matrix of UEgi ,
and ngi ∼ CN (0, δ2

giIN ) denotes the additive white Gaussian
noise vector.

As analyzed in [6], to reduce the downlink training overhead
and considering the practical constraints on analog hard-
ware [5], the analog beamformers Bz and Wgi need to be
designed based on long-term channel information (second-
order statistics), while the digital beamformers Vz and Fgi
can be designed based on reduced-dimensional instantaneous
channels. Given the analog beamformers Bz and Wgi , we
consider that orthogonal downlink training is employed for
the estimation of the analog-precoded-combined effective
channel at UEs. Define the effective channel from the z-
th group to UE gi as H̄gi,z = W†

giHgiBz ∈ CaUE×bz ,
where vec(Hgi) ∼ CN (0,Kgi) is the propagation channel of
UEgi and Kgi ∈ CMN×MN denotes the channel covariance.
We assume perfect effective channel estimation at UEs. The
effective channels are required for the optimization of digital
precoders at the BS, which can be fed back by the UEs in FDD
systems. Under virtual sectorization the feedback overhead of
each UE can be reduced by limiting that each UE only feeds
back the intra-group effective channel, i.e., UEgi feeds back
H̄gi,g . We also assume that each UE feeds back its channel
covariance Kgi to the BS with negligible overhead since this
information changes slowly so that the feedback period can
be large.

Consider that the UEs employ an orthogonal analog feed-
back scheme [11] to feed back the effective channels. Then,
the overhead of UEgi to feed back H̄gi,g is bg channel
uses, and the total feedback overhead can be obtained as
τfb =

∑G
g=1 kgbg channel uses [11]. We can see the impact

of the number of groups G on the feedback overhead clearly



under the special case where the b RF chains of the BS
are evenly assigned to the G groups. In this case, we have
τfb = Kb/G, which is reduced by a factor of G.1

Based on (1), we can obtain the net data rate of UEgi as

R̄gi = (1− τtr+τfb
T

)·

log2 |Idgi +F†giH̄gi,gVgiV
†
giH̄

†
gi,gFgiΩ

−1

gi |, (2)

where τtr = b denotes the overhead of orthogonal downlink
training in term of channel uses, T is the total number of chan-
nel uses in a coherence block, and Ωgi can be expressed as

Ωgi = F†gi

(
H̄gi,g

kg∑
j 6=i

VgjV
†
gjH̄

†
gi,g +

G∑
z 6=g

kz∑
l=1

H̄gi,zVzl ·

V†zlH̄
†
gi,z + W†

giWgiδ
2
gi

)
Fgi , F†giΩgiFgi . (3)

III. ANALOG BEAMFORMERS AND DIGITAL COMBINER
OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we optimize the analog beamformers and
digital combiners at UEs based on channel covariance and
instant effective channels, respectively. Since different channel
information is exploited for the design of analog and digital
beamformers, joint optimization for them is very challenging.
We resort to decoupled optimization by designing the analog
beamformers to mitigate the inter-group interference while
designing the digital combiner to maximize the net data rate
of each UE.

A. Analog Beamformers

We begin with the design of the analog combiner of UEgi
by maximizing the received “intra-group signal to inter-group
interference plus noise” ratio, which is defined under the
assumption of equal power allocation over groups as

γ̄gi =

Pt
G‖Bg‖2E[‖H̄gi,g‖2]∑G

z=1,z 6=g
Pt

G‖Bz‖2E[‖H̄gi,z‖2]+δ2
gi‖Wgi‖2

. (4)

Given the analog precoders [Bg]
G
g=1, the optimal analog

combiner Wgi that maximizes γ̄gi can be readily
found by solving a generalized Rayleigh quotient
problem, which consists of aUE dominant eigenvectors
of the matrix

(∑G
z=1,z 6=g

Pt
G‖Bz‖2E[HgiBzB

†
zH
†
gi ] +

δ2
giIN

)−1 Pt
G‖Bg‖2E[HgiBgB

†
gH
†
gi ].

Then, given the analog combiner of UEgi , we can obtain
that the analog-combined effective channel W†

giHgi follows
vec(W†

giHgi) ∼ CN (0, (IM ⊗W†
gi)Kgi(IM ⊗Wgi)), based

on which existing analog precoder design methods, e.g., BD
and eigen-beamforming (EB) schemes [6] can be employed.

Since the analog beamformers are coupled with each other,
iterative updates of analog precoders and combiners are re-
quired in general. Nevertheless, we next show that the iteration
between analog precoders and combiners can be avoided if

1Herein error-free feedback is assumed. When imperfect feedback is
considered, the feedback overhead will increase in order to improve the
reliability of feedback channels, e.g., by error correction coding.

the Kronecker channel model [12] is valid, i.e., the channel
covariance Kgi can be expressed as

Kgi = Σt,gi ⊗Σr,gi , (5)

where Σt,gi and Σr,gi are transmit and receive correlation
matrices, respectively.

Proposition 1: Under Kronecker channel model (5), the
optimal analog combiner that maximizes γ̄gi is independent
from analog precoders [Bg]

G
g=1 and consists of aUE dominant

eigenvectors of receive correlation matrix Σr,gi .
The proof is omitted due to lack of space (for details

refer to [13]). According to Proposition 1, as long as the
Kronecker channel model is satisfied, each UE can optimize
its own analog combiner individually, and then existing analog
precoder design methods can be applied based on the analog-
combined effective channel without requiring iterations.

B. Digital Combiner

Given the analog beamformers [Bg]
G
g=1 and Wgi as well as

the digital precoder [Vg]
G
g=1, the optimal digital combiner Fgi

can be obtained by maximizing the net data rate R̄gi given in
(2). It is not hard to find that the optimal Fgi is the linear
minimum mean square error (MMSE) combiner, which is

Fgi = (H̄gi,gVgiV
†
giH̄

†
gi,g+Ωgi)

−1H̄gi,gVgi . (6)

IV. DIGITAL PRECODER OPTIMIZATION

Upon substituting the optimal linear MMSE combiner Fgi
into (2), the net data rate of UEgi can be rewritten as

Rgi =
T−τtr−τfb

T
log2 |IaUE +H̄gi,gVgiV

†
giH̄

†
gi,gΩ

−1
gi |, (7)

where Ωgi is defined in (3).
Since each UE, say UEgi , only feeds back the intra-group

effective channel H̄gi,g but not the inter-group effective chan-
nels H̄gi,z for z 6= g, we need to optimize the digital precoders
[Vg]

G
g=1 by maximizing the sum rate of UEs averaged over

the uncertainties. By noting the correlation between H̄gi,g and
H̄gi,z , both of which are determined by the same propagation
channel Hgi , we formulate the digital precoder optimization
problem aimed at maximizing the conditional-average net sum
rate of UE as

max
[Vgi

]

∑G
g=1

∑kg
i=1E[Rgi |H̄gi,g] (8a)

s.t.
∑G
g=1

∑kg
i=1 tr(BgVgiV

†
giB
†
g) ≤ Pt, (8b)

where Pt is the maximal transmit power of the BS.
Problem (8) is difficult to solve because it is hard to find

an explicit expression for the conditional average data rate. To
tackle this difficulty, we apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain a
lower bound of the conditional average data rate according to
the convexity of log |I + KX−1| with respect to X as

E[Rgi |H̄gi,g] ≥
T−τtr−τfb

T
·

log2 |IaUE +H̄gi,gVgiV
†
giH̄

†
gi,gE[Ωgi |H̄gi,g]

−1|. (9)



Despite that the obtained lower bound in (9) is still non-
convex with respect to [Vgi ], we can show that the resultant
problem maximizing the lower bound can be equivalently
transformed into a weighted conditional average mean square
error minimization (WAMMSE) problem, which can be solved
by a block descent technique [9]. We omit the detailed
derivations due to the lack of space, and directly give the
equivalent WAMMSE problem as

min
[Agi

],[F̃gi ],[Vgi
]

∑G
g=1

∑kg
i=1 tr(AgiẼgi)− log2 |Agi | (10a)

s.t.
∑G
g=1

∑kg
i=1 tr(BgVgiV

†
giB
†
g) ≤ Pt, (10b)

where Agi � 0 is the weight matrix for UEgi , F̃gi is an
auxiliary variable representing the digital combiner of UEgi in
the equivalent problem, and Ẽgi is the conditional expectation
of the MSE matrix Egi of the data streams of UEgi given
H̄gi,g , i.e., Ẽgi = E[Egi |H̄gi,g] with

Egi = F̃†gi(H̄gi,gVgiV
†
giH̄

†
gi,g+Ωgi)F̃gi

+ Idgi −V†giH̄
†
gi,gF̃gi − F̃†giH̄gi,gVgi . (11)

A. Optimization Algorithm

The objective function (10a) is not jointly convex with
respect to [Agi ], [F̃gi ], and [Vgi ], but it is respectively convex
for every group of variables if the others are fixed. Based
on this fact, we derive a block descent algorithm to find a
suboptimal solution to problem (10).

Given the weight matrices [Agi ] and digital precoders [Vgi ],
the optimal digital combiners [F̃gi ] can be obtained based on
the first-order optimality condition as

F̃gi = J̃−1
gi H̄gi,gVgi , ∀ i, g, (12)

where J̃gi is the instantaneous covariance of the received
signal conditionally averaged over the inter-group interference
channels

J̃gi = H̄gi,g

∑kg
j=1VgjV

†
gjH̄

†
gi,g (13)

+
∑G
z 6=g

∑kz
l=1E[H̄gi,zVzlV

†
zl

H̄†gi,z|H̄gi,g] + W†
giWgiδ

2
gi .

Similarly, we can obtain the optimal [Agi ] and [Vgi ] as

Agi = (Idgi −V†giH̄
†
gi,gF̃gi)

−1, ∀ i, g, (14)

Vgi =
(∑kg

j=1H̄
†
gj ,gF̃gjAgj F̃

†
gjH̄gj ,g

+
∑G
z 6=g

∑kz
l=1E[H̄†zl,gF̃zlAzlF̃

†
zl

H̄zl,g|H̄zl,z]

+ µB†gBg

)−1
H̄†gi,gF̃giA

†
gi , ∀ i, g, (15)

where µ is a Lagrange multiplier that can be found through
bisection search to satisfy the power constrain (10b).

To obtain F̃gi and Vgi from (12) and (15), the conditional
expectation of the form E[H̄gi,zQH̄†gi,z|H̄gi,g] for z 6= g
needs to be computed, which can be done as follows.

By vectorizing E[H̄gi,zQH̄†gi,z|H̄gi,g] as

vec(E[H̄gi,zQH̄†gi,z|H̄gi,g]) = E[H̄∗gi,z⊗H̄gi,z|H̄gi,g]vec(Q),

we know that we only need to compute the conditional
expectation E[H̄∗gi,z ⊗ H̄gi,z|H̄gi,g]. Further, defining y =

vec(H̄gi,g) and x = vec(H̄gi,z), we can find that E[H̄∗gi,z ⊗
H̄gi,z|H̄gi,g] is just a reshaped version of E[xx†|y].

Since x and y are joint complex Gaussian vectors, we can
find the conditional second moment of x as

E[xx†|y] = E[x|y]E[x|y]† + Kxx∗|y, (16)

where
E[x|y] = Kxy∗K−1

yy∗y,

Kxx∗|y = Kxx∗ −Kxy∗K−1
yy∗K†xy∗ .

(17)

In (17), Kxx∗ and Kyy∗ are the covariance matrices of x
and y, and Kxy∗ is the cross covariance matrix of x and y,
all of which are functions of the channel covariance Kgi and
the analog beamformer and can be obtained as

Kxx∗ = (BT
z ⊗W†

gi)Kgi(B
∗
z ⊗Wgi), (18a)

Kyy∗ = (BT
g ⊗W†

gi)Kgi(B
∗
g ⊗Wgi), (18b)

Kxy∗ = (BT
z ⊗W†

gi)Kgi(B
∗
g ⊗Wgi). (18c)

Computation of (18) involves the multiplication of a large-
dimensional matrix Kgi . However, this computation occurs
only once within the stationarity of second order chan-
nel statistics, whose complexity is therefore affordable. Mean-
while, special covariance structures could be utilized to reduce
the computational burden. For example, if the Kronecker
channel model (5) is considered, (18a) can be simplified to

Kxx∗ = (BT
z Σt,giB

∗
z)⊗ (W†

giΣr,giWgi). (19)

The full algorithm is summarized as follows.

Algorithm 1 WAMMSE algorithm for digital precoder
1: Initialize [Vgi ] such that constraint (10b) is satisfied.
2: repeat
3: update [F̃gi ] according to (12) and (13),
4: update [Agi ] according to (14),
5: update [Vgi ] according to (15),
6: until the required accuracy or the maximum number of

iterations is reached.

B. Initialization Strategy

The performance and convergence speed of the WAMMSE
algorithm largely depend on the selected initial value of [Vgi ].
In order to achieve better performance, one may run the
WAMMSE algorithm many times with different initializations
and then keep the best result, which however leads to very high
complexity. In the following we derive an initial Vgi aimed
at maximizing the signal to leakage plus noise ratio (SLNR)
for UEgi , ∀ i, g.

Since the BS does not know the inter-group effective
interference channel, we define the SLNR in the following
way

SLNRgi =
tr(PS,gi)

tr(P̃I,gi)
, (20)

where PS,gi = F̂†giH̄gi,gVgiV
†
giH̄

†
gi,gF̂gi is the instant co-

variance of received desired signal sgi , F̂gi is a preliminary



digital combiner which is selected as the dgi left dominant
singular vectors of the effective channel H̄gi,g , and P̃I,gi

represents the covariance of leakage from the signal intended
for UEgi plus noise conditionally averaged over the inter-group
interference channels, which can be expressed as

P̃I,gi =
∑G
z 6=g

∑kz
l=1F̂

†
zl
E[H̄zl,gVgiV

†
giH̄

†
zl,g

)|H̄zl,z]F̂zl (21)

+
∑kg
j 6=iF̂

†
gjH̄gj ,gVgiV

†
giH̄

†
gj ,gF̂gj+δ2

giF̂
†
giW

†
giWgiF̂gi .

Since the analog combiner Wgi consists of eigenvectors
as given after (4) and the preliminary digital combiner con-
sists of singular vectors, we have F̂†giW

†
giWgiF̂gi = Idgi .

As a result, to maximize (20) is equivalent to solving a
generalized Rayleigh quotient problem. Let Pgi =

Ptdgi∑G
g=1 dg

denote the power allocated to UEgi under the assumption of
equal power allocation over data streams. Since existing BD
and EB analog precoders [6] satisfy B†gBg = Ibg , we have
Pgi = tr(V†giB

†
gBgVgi) = tr(V†giVgi). Then, we can obtain

the optimal initial Vgi =
√

Pgi
dgi

Vgi , where Vgi consists of dgi
dominant eigenvectors of the matrix Ũ−1

gi H̄†gi,gF̂giF̂
†
giH̄gi,g ,

where Ũgi is defined as

Ũgi =
∑G
z 6=g

∑kz
l=1E[H̄†zl,gF̂zlF̂

†
zl

H̄zl,g|H̄zl,z]

+
∑kg
j 6=iH̄

†
gj ,gF̂gj F̂

†
gjH̄gj ,g +

δ2gi
dgi

Pgi
Ibg . (22)

The conditional expectation in (22) can be evaluated similarly
by (16)∼(18).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the proposed hybrid beam-
forming strategy via simulations. We consider a single-cluster
channel model, where multipath components’ (MPC) direction
of departure (DOD)/direction of arrival (DOA) concentrates
around a dominant direction with a certain angular spread.
In every drop of multiple UEs, we independently generate a
single-cluster with particular dominant DOD φ and DOA θ
for each of them. Without loss of generality, we use the same
angular spreads ∆φ and ∆θ for each UE. We consider uniform
linear arrays (ULA) for both the BS and the UEs and assume
the Kronecker model for the propagation channel. Then,
the joint spatial correlation function becomes the product of
transmit and receive correlation, which is

ρ(m̄, ā, n̄, b̄) =
1

2∆θ
· 1

2∆φ

∫ φ+∆φ

φ−∆φ
e−j2πD(m̄−ā) sin (φ) (23)∫ θ+∆θ

θ−∆θ
e−j2πD(n̄−b̄) sin (θ)dφdθ , [Σt,gi ]m̄,ā · [Σr,gi ]n̄,b̄,

where ρ(m̄, ā, n̄, b̄) indicates the spatial correlation coefficient
between BS antenna m̄ to UE antenna n̄ and BS antenna ā to
UE antenna b̄, [·]m̄,ā represents the (m̄, ā)-th entry of a matrix.
Therefore, given the parameter set of a cluster, we can com-
pute its corresponding channel covariance K ∈ CMN×MN

through (23). Ignoring the impact of large scale loss (path loss
plus shadowing, which could of course be easily included,
but would tend to obfuscate the effects of the overlap of
angular spectra), we directly simulate the transfer channel

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

DOD range φmin = −60◦, φmax = 60◦

DOA range θmin = −180◦, θmax = 180◦

DOD/DOA spread ∆φ = 15◦, ∆θ = 50◦

Number of UEs K = 16
Number of BS antennas and RF chains M = 64, b = 16
Number of UE antennas and RF chains N = 16, aUE = 1, 2, 4

Antenna spacing (in wavelength) D = 1
2

realization through its covariance, i.e. vec(H) = K
1
2 w, where

w ∼ CN (0, IMN ). The detailed simulation configurations are
listed in Table. I.

For “virtual sectorization”, we implement the K-means
algorithm [14] to group UEs with similar transmit channel
covariance. Considering the fact that increasing the number
of clusters (and thus sectors) reduces the amount of feedback
overhead but violates the orthogonality between UE groups,
we investigate scenarios with different number of clusters by
setting G = 1, 2, 4 and 8. For simplicity, we equally assign
the BS’s RF chains among UE groups, i.e. bg = b

G . Under
Kronecker channel model, the optimal analog combiner given
in Section III-A is used. For analog precoders, both the BD and
EB methods are considered [6]. Physically, the BD approach
projects the desired signal of a UE onto the complementary
space of its inter-group interference covariance, while the
EB method concentrates energy on the strongest eigenbeams
of group-averaged transmit covariance. We now assume that
each UE is assigned a single data stream, and random user
scheduling is employed to schedule bg UEs if the number
of UEs in a group is larger than bg (the impact of stream
assignment and different scheduling algorithms is beyond the
scope of this paper, but will be treated in [13]). To implement
JSDM in the scenario where each UE has multiple RF chains,
we project the effective channel H̄gi,g by its dominant left
singular vector to turn the multiple RF chains as one effective
RF chain. For both JSDM and the proposed method, the
optimal combiner (6) at UE side is performed.

We evaluate the downlink training and uplink feedback
overhead based on the model given in Section II. Considering
a coherence bandwidth of 500 kHz [15] and a coherence time
of 2 ms, corresponding approximately to the mobile speed of
1 m/s at 60 GHz, we can obtain that the coherence block
includes around T = 994 channel uses based on long-term
evolution (LTE) system configurations. All the results are
averaged over 100 UE drops.

Figure 2 depicts the sum rate achieved by the proposed
WAMMSE scheme and JSDM, where Fig.2(a) and (b) use
the BD analog precoder, Fig.2(c) and (d) use the EB analog
precoder, and training plus feedback overhead is considered
in Fig.2(b) and (d). In the legend we use “Gain” to denote
the performance gain of the WAMMSE over JSDM, and
given the number of clusters, different number of RF chains
at each UE are simulated as marked on the bars. We can
see that the proposed WAMMSE scheme exhibits significant
performance gain over the JSDM in all considered scenarios.
When training and feedback overhead is not considered as



Fig. 2. Sum rate v.s. number of clusters with SNR = 40 dB.

Fig. 3. Sum rate v.s. SNR with G = 4.

shown in Fig.2(a) and (c), grouping UEs in a single cluster
achieves the best performance, in which case there is no inter-
group interference. However, even conservatively considering
the mobile speed of 1 m/s, we can see from Fig.2(b) and
(d) that a single cluster is no longer optimal due to the high
overhead. By comparing the upper and lower subfigures, we
can find that the BD analog precoder outperforms the EB
analog precoder when the number of clusters is 1, 2 and 4.
However, in the case of 8 clusters, the BD analog precoder
sacrifices much beamforming gain to suppress inter-group
interference, leading to lower data rate than the EB analog
precoder that maximizes the beamforming gain.

Figure 3 compares the performance of the WAMMSE
scheme and JSDM as a function of the SNRs, where the
number of clusters is G = 4 and the numbers in the legends
stand for the number of RF chains at each UE. Under the
BD analog precoder as shown in Fig. 3(a), the sum rate of the
JSDM tends to be flattened because of the residual inter-group
interference after analog precoding. In contrast, the WAMMSE
scheme is able to efficiently combat it. Under the EB analog
precoder in Fig. 3(b), the performance gap between the two
schemes is even larger, especially when each UE has only one
RF chain. When more RF chains are available at the UEs, the
UEs can partially mitigate the inter-group interference, which
reduces performance gain of the WAMMSE over JSDM.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the design of hybrid beamforming
for massive MIMO FDD downlinks. The functionality of
multiple RF chains at the UE is explored. We first prove
the optimality of decoupling the design of analog precoder

and combiner under the Kronecker channel model, which
leads to an optimal analog combiner formed by selecting the
strongest eigenbeams of the receive covariance matrix. Then, a
WAMMSE algorithm is proposed to maximize a lower bound
of the conditional average net sum rate. Simulation results
demonstrate the necessity of utilizing conditional second order
channel statistics for designing digital precoder to combat
the inter-group interference. Compared with existing schemes,
our algorithm provides better performance to support massive
MIMO FDD downlink in a variety of scenarios.
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